Functional homogeneity and specificity of topological modules in human proteome.
Functional modules in protein-protein interaction networks (PPIN) are defined by maximal sets of functionally associated proteins and are vital to understanding cellular mechanisms and identifying disease associated proteins. Topological modules of the human proteome have been shown to be related to functional modules of PPIN. However, the effects of the weights of interactions between protein pairs and the integration of physical (direct) interactions with functional (indirect expression-based) interactions have not been investigated in the detection of functional modules of the human proteome. We investigated functional homogeneity and specificity of topological modules of the human proteome and validated them with known biological and disease pathways. Specifically, we determined the effects on functional homogeneity and heterogeneity of topological modules (i) with both physical and functional protein-protein interactions; and (ii) with incorporation of functional similarities between proteins as weights of interactions. With functional enrichment analyses and a novel measure for functional specificity, we evaluated functional relevance and specificity of topological modules of the human proteome. The topological modules ranked using specificity scores show high enrichment with gene sets of known functions. Physical interactions in PPIN contribute to high specificity of the topological modules of the human proteome whereas functional interactions contribute to high homogeneity of the modules. Weighted networks result in more number of topological modules but did not affect their functional propensity. Modules of human proteome are more homogeneous for molecular functions than biological processes.